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The growth of Socially Responsible Investment

(SRI) funds and Environmental, Social, and

Governance (ESG) investing in private equity,

mutual funds, debt markets, long term development

bonds, exchange traded funds, and portfolio

management services, has been quite remarkable.

More so, amongst institutional investors including

pension funds, sovereign funds, hedge funds and

endowments, who drive over 70% of market

capitalization in equities, debts and hybrid funds. In

a short span, ESG and Impact Investing has

cumulated over USD 30 trillion worldwide1 as of

2018 and is growing in excess of 30% compared to

the 2016 levels.

There are controversies surrounding these scores/ratings and the ESG filters used by fund managers due to

their amorphous2 and ambiguous nature plus the sheer breadth, assumptions, lack of transparency and

disclosure practices. Since investible ESG strategies are designed in ways that prioritize companies with

higher ESG scores, they determine where investment dollars flow, at what cost and on what terms. One

important way ESG scores affect the flow of dollars is through their incorporation into indices, which can

significantly bias the demand for a company’s securities. As part of this trend, there are numerous

sustainability focussed and diversified investment funds that have out-performed the S&P 500 index. The

decision as to which companies to include in the indices is often guided by ESG ratings, which impacts the

market’s allocation of capital.

ESG scores also help verify whether a bond is really “green” or if a company is eligible for a stock benchmark.

Since such service providers are not regulated, unlike counterparts focused purely on financial information,

efforts are being made to bring more transparency and standardization to the industry since investments of

about $30 trillion in assets rely in some way on ESG ratings. The new European Union taxonomy is set to be

fully enforced by the end of 2022 to introduce disclosure requirements for index and benchmark providers that

use “sustainable” and other labels. They will have to provide transparency on their ESG indexes, regarding

methodologies and data sourcing, and also follow clear guidelines - these obligations will push the industry

toward a higher-quality standard.

Regardless, since the ESG scores/ratings focus on non-financial data of companies, they enable measurements

and comparison of company’s performance on climate change, corruption, shareholders rights, reputation,

renewable energy, financial stability, transparency, social equality, natural resources, waste management,

pollution and infrastructure development, over medium and long term horizons, whilst integrating ESG as

part of investment and compliance framework.

1. Poh, December 2019 - Ratings are Confusing Sustainable Investors

2. Peirce, June 2019 - Scarlet Letters - Remarks before the American Enterprise Institute

3. Olmedo, Izquierdo, Ferrero, Lirio, and Torres, February 2019 - Rating the Raters: Evaluating how ESG Rating Agencies Integrate Sustainability Principles

The ability of ESG funds to engage with corporate

governance of investee companies whilst aligning

with UN’s Sustainability Development Goals

(SDGs) contribute to their global appeal. Fund

managers increasingly rely on ESG scorecards,

ratings and guidance issued by third parties who

review Sustainability Reports of companies and

various other databases for over 100 ESG indicators.
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Active ESG techniques involve adjusting company’s forecasted financials for expected changes in ESG factors

through model constructs, weighing in portfolio selection by creating excess risk-adjusted returns, and

tweaking constituent costs of mainstream ESG indices. It also entails global analyses of ESG factors to adjust

macro/sector economy predictions and their analysis on company’s financials, valuation and benchmarking

models. Over the years, weightages assigned to individual aspects under each of the E, S and G have changed

to reflect changing attitudes as more risks manifest and affecting valuations. A comparison of these for 2008

versus 2018 is presented below3 .

1. Poh, December 2019 - Ratings are Confusing Sustainable Investors

2. Peirce, June 2019 - Scarlet Letters - Remarks before the American Enterprise Institute

3. Olmedo, Izquierdo, Ferrero, Lirio, and Torres, February 2019 - Rating the Raters: Evaluating how ESG Rating Agencies Integrate Sustainability Principles
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So, what systems are typically used to review the investment-worthiness and how are ESG integration efforts

enabled? This is best seen at Private Equity (PE) firms that seek Venture Capital funds from Limited

Partners (LPs) and operational/M&A expertise through General Partners (GPs). In such scenarios, the GPs

implement ESG Systems through all deal-making stages – initial screening; due diligence; investment

decision/agreement; and monitoring until exit. Usually, the LPs are institutional investors and GPs are fund

managers who run the investments to take them to the next level. In most cases, since PEs shadow the

investee company’s management or eventually take control, they strengthen the company’s Environmental &

Social Management Systems (ESMS) and Business Integrity Management Systems (BIMS) as show in the

schematic below4.

E&S 

POLICY
PROCEDURES

PERFORMANCE 

MANAGEMENT

EXTERNAL 

COMMUNICATIONS

CONTINOUS 

IMPROVEMENT

E&S

• Articulates the fund’s E&S investment

principles and commitments.

• Defines the E&S requirements and

standards to be applied.

• Endorsed by senior management.

• Communicated to staff and, In some 

cases, to external stakeholders. 

• Assign and document senior 

accountability for oversight of the ESMS.

• Assign and document responsibility for 

ensuring implementation of the ESMS.

• Establish day-to-day working practices.

• Put in place effective checks and balances.

• Ensure sufficient resources and training. 

• Documented set of practical procedures 

to operationalize the implementation of 

the E&S policy on deal-by-deal basis, 

covering all the investment stages.

• Process development guided by 

simplicity and pragmatism. 

• Reporting to, and engagement with,

limited partners on implementation of the 

ESMS and E&S performance of portfolio 

companies.

• Reporting to, and engagement with, 

other stakeholders.

• Responsiveness to unforeseen events and 

grievances. 

• Monitor and periodically review the 

adequacy of the ESMS

• Identify success and improvement areas 

in the implementation of the ESMS

• Ensure revision of the ESMS as 

appropriate; continuous improvement as 

ultimate goal.

• Define key performance indicators.

Abbreviations: E&S, environmental and social; ESMS management system.

4. Tabor, January 2019 – ESG Management Systems
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BIMS 

POLICIES
PROCEDURES

PERFORMANCE 

MANAGEMENT

EXTERNAL 

COMMUNICATIONS

CONTINOUS 

IMPROVEMENT

BIMS

• Articulates the fund’s commitment to 

high integrity standards.

• Defines the various requirements and

standards to be applied.

• Owned and led by senior management.

• Communicated to staff and, in some 

cases, to external stakeholders. 

• Appoint a senior manager or director to

lead on implementation.

• Establish day-today working practices.

• Build in checks and balances.

• Design effective reporting presses.

• Ensure sufficient resources and training. 

• Documented set of practical procedures 

for implementing the GBI&C policies,

covering all the investment stages.

• Process and development guided by 

simplicity and pragmatism. 

• Reporting to and engagement with limited 

partners regarding implementation of the 

BI polies and performance of portfolio 

companies.

• Reporting to and engagement with other 

stakeholders.

• Responsiveness to unforeseen events and 

incidents.

• Monitor and periodically review adequacy 

of the individual policies.

• Identify successes and improvement areas 

in the implementation of the BI policies 

and procedures

• Ensure revision of policies as appropriate; 

continuous improvement as ultimate goal.

• Define key performance indicators. 

In the normal scenarios where, institutional funds invest in companies, they leave it to the management to run

its policies and operations, as even in the absence of ESG standards, legislative framework in most countries

require the investee companies to make certified/audited public disclosures on their website and formal

submissions to various agencies on Annual Financial Report, Annual Sustainability/ESG Disclosures, Annual

CSR Report, Annual Business Responsibility Report, Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Report,

Emissions Statement, Tax Returns, etc.

Abbreviations: E&S, environmental and social; ESMS management system.

4. Tabor, January 2019 – ESG Management Systems



Besides these, there is a raft of other reports, permits, audits and disclosures mandated by various government

authorities that are mostly available in the public domain – in addition, significant amount of corporate data is

disclosed by Corporate Investor Relations and top management of the company to portfolio managers of

various funds, NGOs and stakeholders. Therefore, there is a plethora of data that is already available for ESG

consumption amongst which the following 40 topics5 and indicators are most commonly reported in India

making them most material to sustainability.
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ENVIRONMENT (19)

Biodiversity; Forests; Efficiency; Energy Use; GHG Emissions; Pollution Incidents; 

Other Effluents; Other Emissions; Renewables; Resource Use; Resource 

Reuse/Recycling; Resource Sourcing; Treatment & Discharge; Treatment, Disposal 

& Storage; Waste Type, Waste Reuse/Recycling; and Water Use.

SOCIAL (14)

Compensation & Benefits; Employee Health & Safety; Fair Disclosure, Marketing & 

Advertising; Health & Safety; Other Services & Benefits; Recruitment & Retention; 

Training & Development; Diversity; Engagement; Engagement & Consultation; 

Human Rights; Privacy & Security; Quality; and Sanitation.

GOVERNANCE (7)

Anti-Corruption & Bribery; Financial & Business Reporting; Political Contributions; 

Regulatory & Legal Challenges; Risk Management & Internal Control; Business 

Model & Innovation; and Supply Chain.

In reviewing the ESG reports posted by private and public companies in India (based on 35% weightage of E,

30% on S, and 35% on G), scores for E are seen to have improved by 76%, S by 57%, and G by 76%.

Consistent trends to improve existing situation in certain areas can be discerned – minimizing carbon

emissions (renewables, climate resilient infrastructure, and green bonds), waste reduction (plastics, e-waste,

and community waste management), social development (education, health/wellness, rural development,

environment and vocational training), and governance (board diversity, data privacy, working conditions,

human rights, and gender equality).

ESG Risk Atlas6 at country-level (rated 1 to 6, based on corporate governance standards, regulations, and

exposure to natural disasters for the region) and sector-level (rated 1 to 6 for environmental and 1 to 6 social

exposures) combined with insights from credit analysts and from international institutes provide a unique

perspective. For instance, sectors like oil/gas, metals/mining and chemicals are rated high risk such as 5 to 6

on environmental exposure and 4 to 5 on social exposure, whilst sectors such as Banks and Real Estate are

rated low risk such as 1 to 2 on both environmental and social exposure. Similarly, countries such as UK,

France, Germany, Canada and Australia are rated low risk such as 1 on governance with US, Japan and South

Korea as 2, India and China as 4, and Russia and Mexico as 5. However, the ratings do not financial

institutions that enjoy high ratings.

5. Rana & Majmudar – December 2019, Responsible Business Rankings

6. S&P Ratings Global - May 2019, The ESG Risk Atlas
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ESG research industry is organized with specialized companies that collect and analyse data from a diverse

array of ESG issues by applying artificial intelligence and machine learning to the vast universe of

unstructured data. The ESG ecosystem has Standard Setters, Data Aggregators, Specialized Data Providers,

and Rating Agencies as shown below7. Among the rating agencies, Robeco SAM (the basis for Dow Jones

Sustainability Index), MSCI, CDP and Sustainalytics are regarded as trustworthy, transparent, useful and

high quality in a CY 2018 survey.

Trucost

RepRisk

TruValue Labs

CDP

T H E  E S G  

R E S E A R C H  

E C O S Y S T E M

Sustainability

Accounting

Standards Board

(SASB)

Global Reporting

Initiative (GRI)

MSCI ESG

Research

Sustainalytics

Institutional

Shareholder

Services Inc. (ISS)

Vigeo Eiris

Thomson Reuters/Asset4

Bloomberg

Morningstar

The above ecosystem works together to enable theme and

exposure based ESG Indexes that can be traded as

Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) that denote a basket of ESG

qualified combination of stocks, commodities, bonds, etc.

with an arbitrage mechanism designed to keep its trading

close to the net asset value. Hence these are most popular

with conservative funds which prefer index-based returns

over the long-term whilst committing to specific ESG

principles, transparency, and cost-effectiveness.

However, even with all the sophistication that ESG

Investing and the advantages it brings in terms of long-

term responsible investing, there are lingering questions of

its effectiveness in terms of value creation and cost-

effectiveness as the whole system of scoring and rating is

subjective and given to interpretations. The fact that these

ratings have proved far from perfect at detecting impending

disasters (companies rated high on ESG have declared

bankruptcies, corporate fraud, environmental incidents, etc)

and while the risks are future-looking and uncertain, their

performance can only be judged in the rear-view mirror.

7. BlackRock – Dec 2019, An Evolution in ESG Indexing
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Also, the relegation of shareholder voting rights by institutional

investors (who own majority of the stock) to fund managers who in

turn rely on proxy advisors, there are concerns on third party

transactions, self-interests and bias towards specific ESG factors, that

their advice at times is found to impact the smooth running of the

board, corporate governance, and conflict with CEOs leadership.

Against the above background and the superabundance of ESG data,

newer materiality and risk signals are being constantly generated

which may sway the ESG ratings of various investee companies that

drive the ETFs which passive investors such as pension funds,

endowments, etc rely on. Consequently, Companies that are left out of

ESG indexes or receive poor marks from ESG ratings providers could

take a performance hit to their stock price as they are increasingly

shunned by shareholders.

Funds that refuse to consider ESG factors or do so poorly are likely

feel this pinch as well. Hence leadership at companies that have

different convictions on value creation and risk management which are

at odds with some of the ESG principles, tend to simply comply with

the system by greenwashing their performance and gaming the scoring

system to receive favourable ratings which satisfy the institutional

investors and other stakeholders.

These scenarios are known to institutional investors who now look

carefully to study how asset owners tell their value-creating stories to

their stakeholders. Unless these stories are clearly credible, seasoned

investors and market experts regard the ‘shift to ESG investing’ as just

another case of investment-industry hype triumphing over reality.

Therefore, the focus is shifting towards companies being able to map

their ESG ratings, sustainability scores and CSR into SDGs of the

countries in which they operate. Some early adapters in IT and energy

sectors are leading SDG incorporation into their responsible business

actions – most companies map 13 out of 17 SDGs with SDG 8 (decent

work), SDG 5 (gender equality), SD8G 3 (good health & well-being),

SDG 6 (clean water and sanitation), SDG 9 (industry, innovation and

infrastructure), and SDG 13 (climate action) being the most prevalent.
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With ESG-style investing approach becoming mainstream as millennials/Gen Z take over the workforce

shifting consumer tastes and demanding greater transparency, large investment management firms are

leading shareholder activism and look for companies that are ‘best in class’ with ‘very strong sustainability

profiles’ to incorporate in their portfolios. This means a growing reward for companies that score well on

ESG metrics, with steepening consequences for those that do not – hence, companies can no longer afford to

discount their ESG ratings as the financial consequences for companies that do not act on ESG is very real.

ESG-lens has also become one of the ways in which investors approach stocks in a data-driven and structured

manner to assess the degree to which companies are exposed to such issues, how they manage them, and the

gap between them to understand if the corporate behaviour supports sustainable competitive advantages. In

light of the above, companies are better off integrating GRI indicators covered in their sustainability and

corporate governance reports with ESG/SDG indicators that investors seek in analysing its performance.

Whilst GRI reports on six categories - Environment (EN1-EN30), Economic (EC1-EC9), Society (SO1-SO8),

Human Rights (HR1-HR9), Labour Practices and Decent Work (LA1-LA14) and Product Responsibility

(PR1-PR9) – the EU version of ESG reports on 4 categories - Environmental (ESG1 - ESG2), Social (ESG3 -

ESG6), Governance (ESG7 - ESG8); and Vulnerability (ESG9)9. Both GRI and ESG have generic indicators

that apply across all industries/sectors as well as indicators that are sector-specific. In addition, there are 17

SDG goals of UN which the investors map the ESG indicators on to for aligning with the big picture for

delivering positive actionable impacts.

Whilst multiple reporting, indicators, scores, materiality data, etc could potentially baffle and risk their

misinterpretation amongst investor who sieve through GRI reports and mine copious amount of corporate and

sector information available in the public domain, it is best that companies themselves synthesize the above

data and encourage their leadership and Investor Relations to familiarise with them in order to consistently

engage with investors, proxy advisors, and stakeholders along those lines.

In doing so, companies integrate their reporting, KPIs and scores in a consistent manner and annotate them

with simplified ESG and SDG screens/maps along with documented/verified case studies so that these are

readily available for investors to review and consider them in their analyses.

The authors of this paper believe that genuine stories that align with specific ESG themes which cut through

the noise of indicators, ratings/scores, and deliver benefits at multiple levels such as governance, CSR, SDGs,

local communities and consumers have a better chance of being taken seriously as demonstrable case studies –

initiatives or programs that improve the efficiency of industry or supply chain or improve the quality of life

and earth’s natural systems resonate better.

8. KPMG India – December 2018, India’s CSR Reporting Survey 2018

9. EFFAS – April 2009, KPIs for ESG
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Usually such offsets are found in areas/sectors adjacent to company’s core competence and manifest as

bottlenecks and wastages on the scales of several SDGs. We find that most well-established companies that

have been tracking and continuously improving their KPIs over several years have reached a point of

diminishing returns – their resources and expertise are better utilized to generate bankable offsets in the

communities they operate to post better scores on SDGs. Sustained deep investments by corporations in

restoring local watersheds/forests, enabling climate-resilient infrastructures, organizing markets for scrap

dealers, capacity building at local institutes, skilling programs, etc are examples that resonate well with

institutional investors and fund managers.

The model below presents our recommended approach to corporates for assimilating their statutory

disclosures, GRI reports and data from various media outlets (from #1 through #4) to define/populate the

ESG Context/Screen (in module #7) for ready consumption by ESG analysts and institutional investors, so

that the company is able to set the tone on such matters and avoid misinterpretation of scores/ratings by

proxy advisors.

Community, Labour-
Training, Tests, OSHA, 
Health Screening, etc + 
GRI safety Disclosure

Health, Safety, 

Permits, Audits, ISO, 
Reports, ISO 14001, 

EMS + GRI

EMW Law, EIAs 

Law, SEBI, Tax, 
Institutional Investors + 

Governance Audits

Company

Impacts, Stakeholders, 
CSR, PR & Media + GRI 
social/CSR Disclosure

Social

Directors investors 
Relations PR & Media 

Fund Manager
Proxy Advisor

Board of

Material to Company
Unlocks Value & Long-

Term Benefit

ESG Ventures

# 3

# 2

# 1

# 4

# 5

# 8
Governance/Audits 

Disclosures

GRI Social/CSR 
Disclosures

Audit/Integrate 
Screen & Narrate 
GRI/CSR/ESG/SDG

# 7

ESG Audience 
Institutional Investor & 
Minority Shareholder

# 9

Stories that validate 
specific ESG & Map 

well to SDG

# 6

As shown in the above model, it is better that the disclosure of scores/ratings be accompanied with interesting

narratives of how the corporate leadership, board members, fund managers and various stakeholders engaged

within modules #5, #6 and #7 to deliver on key ESG/SDG commitments. If specific ESG initiatives,

especially the offsetting kind, are found to diversify company’s growth in new areas, then these could be taken

forward as separate ESG Ventures as shown in module #9, so that they qualify for green funds and sustainable

financing.
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We believe that prioritizing sustainability and ESG issues also reinforces positive corporate behaviour, culture

and provides the framework for strong governance and ethics which increases transparency and operational

discipline. It has been noted from several case studies that corporate culture that is driven by ESG values is a

critical to organization’s health and drives its performance. It is very impactful and encourages cross-

functioning across various departments thus making business products, services and engagement more

meaningful which is what most millennials are looking for in their workplace.

It is no wonder that healthiest companies generate returns that are three times higher than those in the

bottom quartile. The compelling results10 find that well-done ESG integration has the potential to: boost

share price by as much as 6%; increase sales by as much as 20%; increase productivity by 13%; reduce

employee turnover by as much as 50%; enhance reputation value that increases market cap by as much as 11%;

protect against disruptive risks equivalent to an insurance policy worth as much as 7% of market cap; and

reduce the cost of equity, borrowing, and financial risk.

On the flipside, companies without an ethical, “compliance-aware” corporate culture will be less attractive in

many ways, and present a very different risk profile to a potential investor or acquirer. Thinking of businesses

in which the focus is not compliance or ethics - in which there are groups, for example, working on projects

that are clearly unethical and skirting or avoiding compliance issues—that culture is not going to be enticing.

It is found that ESG morphs into a strategic driver of performance when companies stop treating it as a

compliance and PR exercise and adopt a 4-step process to: Fit ESG within the core strategy,

products/services, and operations; Commit resources to address material ESG issues and areas of Fit; Manage

and measure ESG performance according to well-defined KPIs; and Connect and communicate with, involve,

and engage investors, customers, & employees.

10. Rochlin – September 2018, Executive Perspective: Using ESG as a driver of performance

11. This covers Impact Assessments, Permitting & Auditing, Management Systems, Sustainability Reporting & CSR, Offsets and Trading Mechanisms, Resource Recovery and Pollution Prevention, Waste Minimization, Energy Optimization,

UN SDG, World Bank’s standards, IFC’s Equator Principles of lending, ASTM standards for site assessment, Clean Development Mechanisms, and conservation of biodiversity and cultural assets.
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However, the authors of this paper who are from the classic field of environmental & social (E&S)

assessments11 feel that some of the complex interdependent issues get inadvertently short-changed in the

indexing mechanism of ESG scoring – also, the same E&S and governance data that companies track and

report to the government, are being asked by ESG analysts in different formats along with long-winding

checklists and clarification which necessitates companies to hire expensive consultants and also creates a

reporting fatigue.

Clearly, there is a need to find a common ground between GRI G4 reporting/KPIs with those of ESG and

further shorten the list of relevant indicators. There is also a need for financial analysts who have gone into

mainstream ESG to understand how E&S issues at primary and secondary sectors are regulated, managed and

reported so that they know how to score, rate and compare KPAs without trivializing them. In this regard, we

feel that ESG driven investments are more apt for tertiary sectors.

Regardless, it is especially important for

corporates and investors in developing countries

like India to truly imbibe the values of

sustainability and ESG in all their pursuits to

align with Gandhiji’s view that companies

should act as trusteeships, valuing social

responsibility alongside profits.

10. Rochlin – September 2018, Executive Perspective: Using ESG as a driver of performance

11. This covers Impact Assessments, Permitting & Auditing, Management Systems, Sustainability Reporting & CSR, Offsets and Trading Mechanisms, Resource Recovery and Pollution Prevention, Waste Minimization, Energy Optimization,

UN SDG, World Bank’s standards, IFC’s Equator Principles of lending, ASTM standards for site assessment, Clean Development Mechanisms, and conservation of biodiversity and cultural assets.


